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RNA oligomers of length 40–60 nt can self-assemble
into covalent versions of the Azoarcus group I
intron ribozyme. This process requires a series of
recombination reactions in which the internal guide
sequence of a nascent catalytic complex makes
specific interactions with a complement triplet,
CAU, in the oligomers. However, if the CAU were
mutated, promiscuous self-assembly may be possible, lessening the dependence on a particular set
of oligomer sequences. Here, we assayed whether
oligomers containing mutations in the CAU triplet
could still self-construct Azoarcus ribozymes. The
mutations CAC, CAG, CUU and GAU all inhibited
self-assembly to some degree, but did not block it
completely in 100 mM MgCl2. Oligomers containing
the CAC mutation retained the most self-assembly
activity, while those containing GAU retained the
least, indicating that mutations more 5’ in this triplet
are the most deleterious. Self-assembly systems
containing additional mutant locations were progressively less functional. Analyses of properly
self-assembled ribozymes revealed that, of two
recombination mechanisms possible for selfassembly, termed ‘tF2’ and ‘R2F2’, the simpler
one-step ‘tF2’ mechanism is utilized when mutations exist. These data suggest that self-assembling
systems are more facile than previously believed,
and have relevance to the origin of complex
ribozymes during the RNA World.

INTRODUCTION
The emergence of an RNA World required the advent of
RNA-like polymers of suﬃcient length to possess catalytic
activities. In general, while short RNA motifs can catalyze

simple, entropically favorable reactions such as phosphoester bond self-cleavage, more complex reactions require
RNAs of the modern tRNA size (75 nt) or greater. These
reactions include ligation, phosphotransfer and polymerization, in which more than one substrates is involved
and/or multiple sequential chemical steps are needed.
Every known non-self-cleaving ribozyme contains several
stem-loop structures, and many of the larger catalysts
require pseudoknots. Abiotic syntheses of RNA oligomers
from activated monomers has been demonstrated, but
the upper limit of polymer length seen so far has been
50–60 nt, and yields are biased towards much shorter
products (1–3).
One means by which polymer length could increase
is recombination, the energy-neutral disproportionation
of shorter oligomers. A metathesis reaction between, say,
two 10-mers could generate an 18-mer and a 2-mer if it
were to proceed in a highly asymmetrical fashion. In
principle this can happen via either an uncatalyzed or a
catalyzed pathway. The reactions reported by Chetverin
and colleagues (4,5) are potential examples of the former.
In this case, data can be interpreted to support a
mechanism by which two RNA strands partially hybridize
through base pairing of short, complementary regions,
producing a staggered complex in which the free 30 -OH of
one strand attacks a phosphate group on the opposing
strand. This would result in recombinant molecules of
potentially vastly diﬀerent lengths than their progenitors.
Although these authors could not unambiguously rule out
involvement by protein enzymes, recent data by Lutay
et al. (6) support the notion that RNA species themselves
can be responsible for the reaction.
On the other hand, it is quite clear that group I
and group II ribozymes can catalyze RNA recombination
(7–10). These reactions proceed with the general form AB
+ CD ! CB + AD. One manner in which this can take
place is in a single step involving a cross-strand nucleophilic attack (analogous to the putative non-catalyzed
reaction), as seen with the Anabaena ribozyme (11). We
will refer to this mechanism as the ‘tF2’ reaction, because
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Figure 1. The two possible mechanisms of RNA-catalyzed RNA recombination. (A) The ‘tF’2’ mechanism in which the ribozyme, which can either
be a covalently contiguous Azoarcus RNA or a trans complex comprised of 2–4 hydrogen-bonded RNA fragments (delineated by wavy lines), binds a
duplex RNA and catalyzes a cross-strand attack resulting in a short insertion that is usually GCAU (12). Slippage of the duplex in the active site can
lead to shorter (e.g. CAU) or longer (e.g. GGCAU) insertions. This reaction occurs in the forward direction during the second step of tRNA selfsplicing (hence tF2) and was ﬁrst observed in the Anabaena group I intron (11). (B) The ‘R2F2’ mechanism in which the ribozyme catalyzes two
successive phosphotransfer reactions on exogenous RNA substrates resulting in a recombinant RNA molecule (10). Correct splicing events are guided
by a speciﬁc 3 bp interaction between the IGS (GUG) in the catalyst and its complement (CAU) in the substrates. This reaction is eﬀectively the
reverse of the second step of in vivo group I intron splicing followed by the forward of the second step (hence R2F2).

it is chemically analogous in the forward direction to the
second step of in vivo splicing of tRNA by group I introns:
the exon-ligation step to produce the anticodon loop.
Alternatively, a more complex mechanism involving
two sequential phosphotransfer reactions can be catalyzed
by the Azoarcus and Tetrahymena group I introns (10)
as well as by group II introns (9). We will refer to this
mechanism as the ‘R2F2’ reaction, because it is chemically
analogous to the reverse direction followed by the forward
direction of in vivo splicing by group I introns, and is
general enough to accommodate substrates that are not
complementary to each other (10). Both the tF2 and R2F2
reactions are formally recombinations when all substrates
and products are considered, and both mimic in vivo
reactions occurring at the 30 splice site (Figure 1).
We have shown how RNA recombination can result in
the spontaneous construction of covalently contiguous
group I ribozymes from oligomers of length 40–60 nt
in the absence of any pre-existing ribozyme (12). Four
fragments, W, X, Y and Z of the 200 nt Azoarcus
ribozyme will self-assemble into a catalytically active trans
complex, which can then perform a series of recombination reactions using additional copies of the fragments as
substrates, ultimately producing covalent versions of the
ribozyme (Figure 2). These products appear to catalyze
further ribozyme construction, suggesting an autocatalytic
component to the system (12). This provides a good model

for the early stages of the RNA World in which genetic
information needs to bootstrap itself up from chaos
(13,14). In particular, the system is ostensibly dependent
on the presence of an internal guide sequence (IGS) in the
50 portion of the catalyst, as this interacts with its
complement to guide the correct series of recombinations
among fragments (Figures 1 and 2). In the Azoarcus RNA,
the IGS is GUG, and its complement is 50 –CAU–30 ,
because group I introns are characterized as requiring
a G–U wobble interaction at the splice site. Consequently
the CAU triplets serve as ‘tag’ sequences, directing catalysts where to splice, under either the tF2 or the R2F2
mechanisms.
Here, we sought to investigate the details of the selfassembly pathways. (Throughout this article, we will refer
to the autonomous self-construction of covalently contiguous RNAs as ‘self-assembly’, although we acknowledge that this term is often used to refer to non-covalent
macromolecular aggregation events, including the formation of ribozymes in trans.) Speciﬁcally, we were interested
in testing the hypothesis that self-assembly would still be
feasible in the Azoarcus system if the tag sequences were
mutated away from CAU. This would portend a broader
generality of this self-assembly mechanism beyond that
of a speciﬁc set of RNA oligomers. Our results show that
in 100 mM MgCl2, many mutations of this sequence do in
fact allow the system to retain its self-assembly property.
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Figure 2. Design of the Azoarcus RNA self-assembly system. The wild-type L8 Azoarcus ribozyme (197 nt) was modiﬁed by the insertion of CAU
triplets in three loop regions. Insertions in L5 and L8 were created by two single-nucleotide substitutions each, while that in L6 required a singlenucleotide insertion as well, resulting in a 198 nt construct (12). Four fragments of the ribozyme were made by partitioning this construct immediately
30 of the CAU triplets and adding 5 nt head regions (GGCAU) on the 50 ends of three of them, creating oligomers W (63 nt), hX (5 + 39 = 44 nt),
hY (5 + 45 = 50 nt), and hZ (5 + 51 = 56 nt). When these four oligomers are mixed together in an equimolar ratio at 488C in 100 mM MgCl2, they
can spontaneously self-assemble into a covalently contiguous 200 nt ribozyme by a series of recombination reactions (12).

Auspiciously, the speciﬁc eﬀects of the triplet sequence
identity and location(s) in the original oligomers reveal
a great deal about the range of mechanisms available to
ribozyme self-construction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
RNAs were either purchased from IDT (oligomer NNN
and all-CAU-containing oligomers hX, hY and hZ)
or prepared by run-oﬀ transcription from double-stranded

DNA templates constructed through recursive gene
synthesis (all other oligomers). All RNAs were gel puriﬁed
and desalted prior to use. Salts and buﬀers were made
from the highest purity available (Sigma-Aldrich) and all
water used was nuclease free (Ambion). Barrier pipette
tips and other strict contamination controls were
employed at all times.
Self-assembly experiments
Ribozyme covalent self-assembly from four oligomers
was performed as described previously (12). Brieﬂy, RNA
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Genotyping
Full-length RNA covalent constructs were identiﬁed by
comparison to a bona ﬁde Azoarcus RNA run as a size
control. These bands were carefully excised from the gel
and subjected to reverse transcription using the primer
T20a (50 –CCGGTTTGTGTGACTTTCGCC–30 ), which
targets the 30 portion of the Z fragment. One-twentieth of
these reactions were used to seed PCR reactions employing
T20a and T2.1a (50 –CTGCAGAATTCTAATACGA
CTCACTATAGTGCCTTGCGCCGGGAA–30 ) primers
(15), the latter being speciﬁc for the 50 portion of W.
The PCR products were cloned into the vector pJet
(Fermentas) and transformed into Escherichia coli.
Individual colonies were picked as templates for colony
PCR reactions employing the primers pJet-F and pJet-R
(Fermentas), which generate products of 300 bp [= the
insert size (220 bp) plus 80 bp]. Products of the correct
size were genotyped using BigDye (v.3) cycle sequencing
chemistry and a Prism 3100 (ABI) instrument.
Mis-cleavage assays
Target RNA oligomers for cleavage assays by the
Azoarcus ribozyme, SL-1 (50 – GGCAUCUUCGGAUG
CAGGGGAGGCAGCUCCCGAUGGAAGUGACGA
GCCAGCGUUCUCAACAGUAUUGACUGAACCU
AAAAGCCAAUCGCAGGCUCAGC–30 ) and NNN
(50 –GAAUCUUCGUCAGGAUCCAGCACGUACAA
CCUAUCAUCG–30 ), were designed to include multiple
sites where the ribozymes could potential bind via the
IGS and perform an endoribonuclease reaction and
liberate a 50 fragment. These substrates were 50 end-labeled
using g[32P].ATP and OptiKinase and gel puriﬁed.

Cleavage assays were performed by incubating either
full-length Azoarcus ribozyme or its four component
fragments (W, hX, hY and hZ) with one of the two
substrates under varying MgCl2 concentrations ranging
from 4 to 100 mM. In all cases, the ﬁnal catalyst concentration was 2 mM, the substrate concentration was 0.5 mM,
and reactions were carried out in 30 mM Tris (pH 7.5)
for 20 min at 488C. Reactions were quenched as above
and electrophoresed on 15% polyacrylamide/8 M urea
gels and visualized by phosphorimaging. T1 nuclease and
OH– ladders were generated by standard methods and run
alongside reaction products.
RESULTS
Canonical (CAU) self-assembly
We ﬁrst examined the products formed by the canonical
four-piece self-assembly reaction reported previously (12)
employing the IGS complement of the wild-type Azoarcus
ribozyme, CAU. We placed this triplet in the head (h)
sequences (GGCAU) that precede the splice site ()
in three of the fragments, hX, hY and hZ, and at
the 30 ends of all four fragments, W, hX, hY and hZ.
Using 1 mM concentrations of each oligomer incubated
at 488C for 6 h in 100 mM MgCl2 (pH 7.5), we observed
4.9%  0.6% (n = 4 trials) self-assembly based on moles
of 50 -[32P]-radiolabeled W converted to WXYZ. We then
excised the band from a denaturing polyacrylamide
gel corresponding to the full-length WXYZ product
(200 nt), ampliﬁed via RT-PCR, cloned and obtained
nucleotide sequences from 21 individual colonies in order
to examine the successful genotypes, paying particular
attention to the junction regions formed by recombination
between fragments. These sequences are described in
Table 1. With the caveat that our RT-PCR primers target
molecules bounded by W (50 ) and Z (30 ), the overwhelming
tendency of the system is to generate full-length products
containing the W, X, Y and Z fragments assembled in
the correct order, as noted before (12). Of the 21 colonies
genotyped, 20 were WXYZ, while only one was not,
being WX followed by internal rearrangements and then
a 30 fragment of Z. No molecules contained sequences
such as WYXZ, which would in theory be possible and
possess the same length as Azoarcus RNA.
The sequences at the fragment junctions are indicative
of which mechanism, tF2 or R2F2, occurred to join
the fragments. The original system was designed with the
intent that self-assembly would occur entirely through
the R2F2 mechanism (12). This would result when the
h heads are cleaved oﬀ following the CAU in h by catalytic molecules—either trans assemblies or covalent
molecules—and then a second fragment is recombined
to the ﬁrst fragment by a subsequent (reverse) transesteriﬁcation reaction (Figure 1B). This was detected at
the W–X and Y–Z junctions by bulk genotyping of the
products (12). However, at the X–Y junction, insertions
of 3–4 nt are common, and this led us to propose that
the tF2 mechanism, requiring only one catalytic event, was
occurring at that junction (12). The junction sequences
of ‘individual’ molecules in Table 1 conﬁrm these
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oligomers were incubated together at 488C at a ﬁnal
concentration of 1 mM each. All reactions contained a ﬁnal
concentration of 100 mM MgCl2 and 30 mM Tris (pH 7.5)
unless otherwise indicated. Reactions were carried out in
triplicate for 6 h in 200 ml or 600 ml microcentrifuge tubes
and then quenched by precipitation in ethanol. The RNAs
were rehydrated in a gel-loading solution containing 8 M
urea, SDS and bromphenol blue dye, heat denatured at
808C for 4 min, and then immediately electrophoresed
through 8% polyacrylamide/8 M urea gels. In most cases,
the W fragment was 50 -end-labeled with g[32P].ATP and
OptiKinase (USB) prior to use. This allowed visualization
of the products via phosphorimaging with a Typhoon
9200 instrument (GE Healthcare). In some cases no radioactivity was employed, and all oligomers were visualized
by SYBR Green II staining, although when quantiﬁcation
was needed, this technique was not used. To diﬀerentiate
between the two possible recombination mechanisms at
the W–X junction, two binary (two-piece) self-assembly
reactions were performed by incubating 2 mM W with
2 mM hXYZ for 3 h at 488C in 100 mM MgCl2.
In parallel reactions, the sequences at the W–X junctions
were altered slightly: in one case they matched the fourpiece reactions performed elsewhere, and in the other case
the CAU sequence was transposed one position to match
the construct used at the X–Y junction in which the tF2
mechanism is heavily favored over the R2F2 mechanism.
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Table 1. Inserted sequences at junctions of all-CAU four-piece self-assembly reactions
Clone number

W–X junction

X–Y junction

Y–Z junction

Notes

688
689
690
691
692
693
694
695
720
721
722
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
734
735

GCAU
No insertion
CAU
No insertion
GCAU
GCAU
No insertion
GCAU
No insertion
No insertion
No insertion
No insertion
No insertion
No insertion
No insertion
No insertion
No insertion
No insertion
U
No insertion
No insertion

GCAU
GCAU
GCAU
GCAU
GCAU
CAU
GCAU
(No insertion)
GCAU
GCAU
GCAU
GCAU
GGCAU
GCAU
GCAU
CAU
CAU
GCAU
CAU
GCAU
CAU

GCAU
GCAUG
GCAU
No insertion
No insertion
GGCAU
G
(No insertion)
No insertion
GCAU
GCAU
No insertion
No insertion
No insertion
No insertion
GCAUG
No insertion
No insertion
No insertion
No insertion
G

tF2 rxn at all three junctions

Also: 1 nt deletion in Z

Also: 24 nt deletion in Z

Promiscuous self-assembly
We then investigated the eﬀects of mutations in the CAU
triplets on self-assembly. Our hypothesis was that any
mutations away from CAU would disrupt the IGS–IGS
complement interaction during catalysis and therefore
hinder, but not inhibit the tF2 and the R2F2 mechanisms,
both of which should require two Watson–Crick base
pairs preceding a terminal G–U wobble pair at the splice
site, based on known group I intron function. Promiscuity
was plausible because self-assembly reactions are most
operative at 488C in 100 mM MgCl2, permissive conditions that are signiﬁcantly cooler and more salty than the
optimal conditions for in vitro splicing by the Azoarcus
ribozyme: 608C and 15 mM MgCl2 (16). Thus we tested
the eﬀects of four diﬀerent mutations of the CAU triplets
on self-assembly: CAC, CAG, CUU and GAU. These
mutations can be engineered into between one and six
positions of the four-piece self-assembly system: at W
(at the 30 end of W), X (in the h segment of X), X (at the
30 end of X), Y (in the h segment of Y), Y (at the 30 end
of Y) and/or Z (in the h segment of Z).
The effect of the identity of the mutant sequence
Using the set of standardized self-assembly conditions
described above, we observed that mutations away from
CAU were in fact tolerated by the system (Figure 4).
When a mutation was placed in only one of the six
possible locations, all four mutants allowed retention of
self-assembly by the four fragments, though the overall
yield dropped below that of the all-CAU system. This
result veriﬁed that promiscuous self-assembly is possible,
and variants of the wild-type Azoarcus RNA system can
self-assemble, even if the IGS–IGS complement is not
a canonical match.
It is important to note that the yields for the all-CAU
self-assembly cannot be strictly compared to those of the
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assessments, but also showed that the tF2 reaction can
occasionally occur at the W–X and Y–Z junctions as well.
At the X–Y junctions, all 20 of the WXYZ clones
possessed a short insertion, which is typically GCAU, but
was simply CAU in four cases, and was expanded to
GGCAU in one case. At the W–X and Y–Z junctions,
insertions indicative of the tF2 reaction occurred 25% and
40% of the time, respectively, while no insertions were
seen the remainder of instances, indicative of the R2F2
reaction. Summing over all three junctions, the tF2
frequency was 55% and the R2F2 frequency was 45%,
demonstrating that both types of recombination were
contributing signiﬁcantly to autonomous self-assembly of
RNA catalysts. Other types of mutations, such as singlenucleotide substitutions, insertions and deletions, were
sporadically seen elsewhere in the molecule, but these were
very rare.
Using two-piece self-assembly reactions, W + hXYZ,
we were able to diﬀerentiate between the tF2 and
R2F2 mechanisms (Figure 3). The tF2 mechanism
should generate ligated products directly, while the R2F2
mechanism should produce covalent intermediates
(hXYZXYZ in this case) prior to the appearance of
the full-length ribozyme (Figure 1). With the simpler
binary reaction we could test for the appearance of such
intermediates, and test the eﬀect of moving the CAU at
the W–X junction one position 30 , as it exists in the X–Y
junction. This shift greatly favors the tF2 mechanism
because the C of the CAU in W is free to pair with the IGS
instead of with X. With the W–X junction unperturbed,
where we detect the R2F2 mechanism 75% of the time in
the four-piece reaction (see above), we did in fact observe
the 275 nt hXYZXYZ covalent intermediate after
only 5 min, while the ribozyme product WXYZ did
not appear until 20 min (Figure 3). In contrast, when the
junction was altered to favor the tF2 mechanism, we
observed almost no covalent intermediates.

WX(Z): incorrect self-assembly
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Figure 3. Conﬁrmation of a covalent intermediate during the R2F2 recombination reaction. The binary reaction W + hXYZ was carried out using
two diﬀerent constructs at the W–X junction, as shown, and run on a denaturing 8% polyacrylamide gel stained with SYBR Green dye so all RNAs
are visible. The construction on the left, created by moving the relative position of the CAU triplets by the addition of the gray nucleotides, mimics
that at the X–Y junction in which the tF2 mechanism is highly favored. The construction on the right, used elsewhere in this study, favors the R2F2
mechanism (see text), which produces the covalent 275 nt intermediate hXYZXYZ prior to the ribozyme product WXYZ, plus the 333 nt
covalent intermediate WXYZXYZ after products have been formed.

mutant self-assemblies. This is a consequence of the fact
that the CAU-containing oligomers (with the exception
of W) were created by solid-phase synthesis and thus
possessed unique 30 ends, while all mutant oligomers were
generated by run-oﬀ transcription from PCR products
and may have non-uniform 30 ends. Self-assembly is
reliant on a precise 30 -OH nucleophile on the 30 nt, meaning that the mutant self-assembly reactions are pre-biased
to be less productive than the all-CAU reaction. Thus the
yields of the mutant reactions are actually conservative.
These yield are, however, directly comparable with each
other.
In any case, the identity of the mutation clearly had an
impact. The triplet CAC was the most tolerated, followed
by CAG and CUU, which had roughly equal detrimental
eﬀects on self-assembly, and then GAU, which was the
least tolerated. The diﬀerence between CAC and GAU
was statistically signiﬁcant (t-test, P = 0.05). Thus to
a ﬁrst approximation, mutations in the 30 nt of the IGS
complement are the most tolerated, followed by the
middle position and then the 50 position. We did not,
however, test all permutations of CAU to test this trend
exhaustively.

The effect of the number of mutant sites
Because each mutation did have a detrimental eﬀect on
self-assembly yields, we reasoned that additional mutations would have a cumulative detrimental eﬀect. Thus we
tested the impact of engineering in one, two, three, four,
ﬁve or all six sites in a system with a particular non-CAU
triplet. As expected, the more sites mutated, the poorer
the self-assembly yield (Figure 5, graph). Using a mutation
of moderate eﬀect (CUU) as an example, there is a monotonically decreasing yield with an increase in the number
of sites mutated (Figure 5, gel). When all six CAU sites
are mutated to CUU, no self-assembly is seen under the
standardized assay conditions. Yet with three and even
four or ﬁve mismatched IGS–IGS complements (GUG
with CUU) required along the self-assembly pathway,
a detectable yield of full-length product can be observed.
The effect of the location(s) of the mutant sites
We next tested whether the eﬀect of location (i.e. where,
and in which original oligomer) would inﬂuence selfassembly yields. To do this, we focused on self-assembly
reactions containing only one mutant site, in part because
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mutations at a single site after 6 h incubations (n = 18 each: averaged
over three independent trails at all six possible sites, W, X, X, Y, Y
and Z). Gel shows example run for mutations at Y.

these yields were the highest, and in part because testing
all permutations of multiple-site mutations would be
prohibitive. For self-assembly reaction yields, we tested all
four possible mutations used above (CAC, CAG, CUU
and GAU), at all six possible sites, for 24 comparisons
altogether. We performed each reaction three times and
computed means and standard errors for comparison
purposes.
The location of a mutation did have some eﬀect on selfassembly yields (Figure 6). In general, mutations in Y,
either Y or Y, were well tolerated. Assemblies with CAC
and CUU mutations at either location were particularly
robust, with yields of 3–7% under the standard assay
conditions. Mutations at Z were the next best tolerated,
and in the case of CAG gave yields actually higher than
mutations in Y. Finally, mutations in W or at either
location in X were the least tolerated, lowering selfassembly yields to 0–2% in all cases. Across all mutations,
the only statistically signiﬁcantly diﬀerent pair-wise
comparisons are Y versus X or X (model I ANOVA
with k = 15 planned comparisons of means, P = 0.05).
Mutations in W or X are probably the most deleterious

all
CAU

one or more mutations
from CAU to CUU

Figure 5. Eﬀects of multiple IGS-complement mutations on selfassembly yields. Graph shows average eﬀect of self-assembly trials
when 0–6 of the CAU sequences are mutated, averaged over all four
mutations tested, CAC, CAG, CUU and GAU. Gel shows example of
self-assembly reactions using the CUU mutation: lane 1, all CAU
(no mutations); lane 2, CUU at Y; lane 3, CUUs at X and Y; lane 4,
CUUs at X, Y and Z; lane 5, CUUs at X, Y, Y and Z, lane 6,
CUUs at X, X, Y, Y and Z; lane 7, CUUs at W, X, X, Y, Y
and Z. Mutations at X favor the tF2 mechanism at the W–X junction,
resulting in an upshift of the WX intermediate by 4 nt.

because we have previously inferred that the order
of assembly most often proceeds 50 to 30 , W ! WX !
WXY ! WXYZ, and thus inhibition of the ﬁrst
recombination reactions in the series would have a greater
overall impact on yield (12).
Sequence analysis of junctions in promiscuous self-assembly
To augment the previous yield data, we cloned and
obtained nucleotide sequence data from RT-PCR products of gel-excised full-length molecules produced in selfassembly reactions resulting from single-site mutations at
four of the possible six locations: W, X, Y and Z.
In other words, we examined the eﬀects of mutations
at the 30 ends of W, X and Y, plus in the h region of Z. For
W we tested only CAG mutants, but for the other three
locations we tested all four mutants, for a total of 13 sets
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Table 2. Frequencies of tF2 reaction at each junction

3.5%
location of mutation

3.0%

Location

Non
WXYZ

tF2 frequency
in WXYZ clonesa

2.0%

frequency

W–X
X–Y
Y–Z
junction junction junction

0/13
–

11/13
–

13/13
–

4/13
–

1/6
2/6
1/6
0/6
–

0/5
0/4
1/5
4/6
–

5/5
4/4
4/5
6/6
–

1/5
1/4
3/5
4/6
–

5/5
4/4
6/6
–
6/6
6/6
6/6
5/5
99%
95%
100%
100%

3/5
3/4
1/6
–
3/6
5/6
6/6
5/5
52%
68%
33%
40%

1.5%

W

X

1.0%
0.5%
0.0%

X
W*

*X

X*

*Y

Y*

*Z

insertions at
mutated junction



Y

Y

(last 15 nt of Z) (CAG)
GGCAUGCAU (CAG)
AAGGCAU (CAG)
AAGGCAU (CAG)
AAGGCAU (CAG)
AAAGGCC (CAG)
GGCAG (CAG)
AUG (CAG)
G (CAG)
C (CAG)
U (CAG)
11/13

Mutation

AAGCAU (CAG)
AUGCAU (CUU)
GGCAU (CAG)
GGCAU (GAU)
GCAU (CAC)
GCAU (CAC)
GCAU (CAC)
GCAU (CAC)
GCAU (CAG)
GCAU (CAG)
GCAU (CUU)
GCAU (CUU)
GCAU (CUU)
GCAU (CUU)
GCAU (GAU)
CAU (CAC)
GGC (GAU)
GAG (GAU)
G (GAU)
19/20

CAUG (CAC)
CAU (CAC)
CU (CUU)
AU (CAC)
AG (CAG)
G (CAG)
C (CAG)
7/15

GCAC (CAC)
GCAC (CAC)
GCAG (CAG)
GCAG (CAG)
GCAG (CAG)
GCAG (CAG)
GCUU (CUU)
GCUU (CUU)
GCUU (CUU)
GCUU (CUU)
GGAU (GAU)
GGAU (GAU)
CAG (CAG)
CUU (CUU)
GAU (GAU)
GAU (GAU)
AC (CAC)
UU (CUU)
AU (GAU)
19/23

Figure 6. Eﬀect of location of mutation on self-assembly yields. Graph
shows average self-assembly yields when CAU is mutated at only the
indicated location in one of the four fragments. Mutations at a
particular junction increase the probability that the tF2 mechanism will
be used at that junction; the sequences below the graph delineate the
observed insertions at particular junctions when a mutation exists
before or after that junction (overall insertion frequencies shown at
bottom; the mutation identities are given in parentheses). Sequence
analyses of junctions were not performed for X and Y and only with
the CAG mutation at W.

of sequence data. With data from 3–13 clones from each
system (total = 81 clones; mean = 6.2 clones/system),
we tabulated the existence of insertions at each junction
(Table 2), and noted sequence identities (Figure 6) and any
irregularities outside of the junctions.
Overall, the data followed the general trends of the
sequences from the all-CAU system, but the deviations
gave insight into how promiscuous self-assembly is
possible. We ﬁrst noted the appearance of a few clones
that were the consequence of improper self-assemblies,
which were not seen in the all-CAU system. Of the 81
clones, 10 were constructs such as WZZZ and WXXZ,
each of which we observed three times. Most striking was
the fact that the GAU systems were particularly prone to
mis-assemble; when we engineered GAU into the 30 end of
Y (Y), we only retrieved three clones and none of them
was WXYZ. This corroborates our above ﬁnding that
mutations in the 50 position of CAU are the most
damaging to the self-assembly process.

CAG
None
tested
CAC
CAG
CUU
GAU
None
tested
CAC
CAG
CUU
GAU
CAC
CAG
CUU
GAU

1/6
1/5
0/6
3/3
0/6
0/6
0/6
1/6

2/5
1/4
2/6
–

Z
0/6
4/6
2/6
1/5
All mutants:
38%
Mutants with a mutation at this junction:
84%
Mutants without mutation at this junction: 29%
All CAU self-assembly (data from Table 1): 25%

a
tF2 mechanism assumed if an insertion of one or more nt exists at the
junction.

We then examined the junctions at the remaining
71 clones that did self-assemble properly. As expected,
the X–Y junction was the most susceptible to insertions,
although we did actually observe one clone, from CUU at
X, that displayed no insertion at this junction, implying
that the R2F2 mechanism was used there. Also, in the
other X–Y junctions we examined, the variability of insertion sequence lengths and identities was greater than that
of the all-CAU system (Figure 6). At the W–Y and Y–Z
junctions, insertion frequencies were somewhat higher
than in the all-CAU system (Table 2). Importantly, there
appears to be a correlation between whether a mutation
was made at a particular junction and whether an insertion was present at that junction. When ‘non-mutated’
junctions were considered (i.e. there was a CAU present
on both sides of the junction), the insertion frequencies
matched those of the all-CAU system closely (Table 2).
However, when either the CAU at the 30 end of the 50
fragment or at the 50 end of the 30 fragment was mutated,
the tF2 mechanism was invoked with greater frequency.
For instance, at the W–X junction, mutations at W or X
raise the pinch rate from 25–29% to 84%. This can be
seen visually; when mutations were added at X, the WX
intermediate increases in size (Figure 5, compare lanes 1
and 2 with 3 and 4). This shows that the R2F2 mechanism
is more inhibited by mutations in the IGS complement,
a consequence perhaps of a need for two IGS–IGS
complement interactions in R2F2 but only one in tF2.
Lastly, by examining the eﬀects of mutations when
placed in the h region, for which we only tested Z,
we were able to conﬁrm the mechanism outlined in
Figure 1A. All four of the mutant triplets tested, CAC,
CAG, CUU and GAU, when engineered into the h region
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CGU
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Figure 7. Mis-cleavage of target substrates by Azoarcus catalysts. (A) Cleavage of 50 -end-labeled substrate SL-1 by wild-type L8 covalently
contiguous Azoarcus ribozyme (c) and by a trans complex formed by an equimolar mixture of W, hX, hY and hZ oligomers (t). Incubation time is
20 min, which does not allow enough time for signiﬁcant oligomer self-assembly into covalent ribozymes to occur. Triplets immediately 50 of major
cleavage sites are indicated. As [MgCl2] is raised, more cleavage products are seen, and larger products get cleaved into smaller products by multiple
endonuclease events. T1 and OH– ladders, possessing 30 cyclic phosphate moieties, run slightly faster than Azoarcus-cleaved RNAs, which possess
30 -OH moieties. First and last lanes, no catalyst added. (B) Cleavage of the 50 -end-labeled substrate NNN, which has at least one copy of all triplets
that are one point mutation away from CAU. Triplets immediately 50 of major cleavage sites are indicated. Cleavage after triplet ACG is
unexplained. First and last lanes, no catalyst added.

of Z, result in an insertion that includes that particular
mutation when the tF2 mechanism is employed. For
example, 5 of 6 clones examined for self-assembly with
CAG at Z exhibited insertions at the Y–Z junction, and
all of these insertions included the triplet CAG. Across all

Z assays using mutants, no insertions at Y–Z contained
CAU. Conversely, the mutant triplet never appeared at
other junctions. Thus a portion of the h region is in fact
the source of the insertion, although the exact location of
the cross-strand attack is somewhat variable, especially
when the IGS complement is mutated.
Azoarcus ribozyme mis-cleavage assays
The obvious means by which mutations in the IGS
complement can be tolerated during self-assembly is
through promiscuous mis-pairing with the IGS, a situation that can be exacerbated by high ionic strengths and
lower temperatures. Thus we sought to test the ability of
the wild-type Azoarcus ribozyme to bind to—and eﬀect
catalysis at—sites other than CAU in a non-self-assembly
setting. We used two 50 -end-labled substrate RNA targets
and assayed the ability of both the covalent Azoacrus
ribozyme and the non-covalent four-piece trans complex
to cleave these substrates following CAU and other
triplets. One target was the 98-mer SL-1, which represents

one-half of the class I ligase ribozyme (17). It contains
only one CAU triplet, and canonical cleavage by Azoarcus
ribozyme should target that site only, and generate a
5-mer and a 93-mer. Several other CAU-like triplets exist
in this molecule by chance. The second was a 39-mer
construct NNN, which we designed to contain exactly
one CAU triplet and at least one copy of each possible
variant in which one of the three nucleotides is mutated.
We performed all assays at 488C and in 4–100 mM MgCl2
for 30 min using 2 mM of each RNA species.
Both target substrates demonstrated that the
Azoarcus ribozyme can mis-cleave under these conditions
(Figure 7). For the SL-1 substrate, a strong cleavage band
5 nt in size corresponding to the CAU site could be seen
at all MgCl2 concentrations (Figure 7A). However, as the
[MgCl2] was raised to 40 mM and above, cleavage could
be seen at other triplets, especially CCU, CAG and GAU.
For the NNN substrate, a similar pattern appeared
(Figure 7B). Cleavage at CAU was seen at the lowest
[MgCl2] values, but CAG was clearly a target under those
conditions as well. As [MgCl2] was raised, CAC, CGU,
CUU and CCU began to become occasional targets.
Cleavage at other sites was always weak at best, with the
exception of an aberrant scission after an ACG triplet.
Note that quantiﬁcation of cleavage is not readily feasible
using 50 -end-labeled substrates because multiple cleavage
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events cause bands to appear and then disappear; the ‘loss’
of the CAG cleavage product at the highest [MgCl2] values
is a good example (Figure 7B). Nevertheless, we made
a qualitative ranking of Azoarcus ribozyme-directed triplet
cleavage preferences in these two substrates: CAU > CAG
> CAC > CGU = CUU > CCU > GAU = AAU =
GUU > all others. This ordinal ranking complements the
notion that mutations are increasingly tolerated as one
proceeds 50 to 30 in the IGS complement triplet. We also
observed that the four-piece trans complex displayed the
same preferences for triplet cleavage, although in general
higher [MgCl2] values are required to support catalysis,
as expected.

We have demonstrated that the canonical IGS complement triplet CAU of the Azoarcus ribozyme is not strictly
required for the self-construction of this RNA from
component fragments. Mutations at the 30 uridine of this
triplet are particularly tolerated by the system, although
alterations of the C and the A can be made and selfassembly will be retained. All mutations, however, lower
the yield of self-assembly, presumably because the system
is then forced to operate with a mismatch between the IGS
and its complement. Such mis-pairing seems only possible
at abnormally high ionic strength conditions such as
100 mM MgCl2, conditions that also are favorable for the
formation of multipartate trans complexes.
Deviations away from CAU in the oligonucleotides also
appear to favor the tF2 mechanism over the R2F2
mechanism. This is most apparent at the W–X and Y–Z
junctions, where the all-CAU system tends to foster the
R2F2 mechanism as we originally outlined it (12). Because
of the exact placement of the CAU sequence, the X–Y
junction turned out to be predisposed to accommodate the
tF2 mechanism (12), but it is possible to draw oligomer
alignments at all three junctions that would allow the
single-step tF2 reaction to take place (Figure 8, left). The
W and hX oligomers can be aligned with geometries
analogous to those of X and hY, but with only three local
Watson–Crick pairs and one A–G wobble pair. The Y and
hZ oligomers can be similarly aligned but with only one
Watson–Crick pair and two A–G wobbles. Of note is that
the Y and hZ base pairs, though weak, occur adjacent to
the CAUs themselves, while the X and hY base pairs are
two positions away. This could explain why we observed
a higher frequency of tF2 reactions at the Y–Z junction,
in both the all-CAU and the mutant systems.
From our insertion frequency data (Tables 1 and 2) we
infer that weakening of the IGS–IGS complement interaction hinders self-assembly mainly by inhibiting the
chemical step of splicing, thereby favoring reaction pathways reliant on fewer steps, such as tF2 when compared to
R2F2 (Figure 1). The rates of both the Tetrahymena and
the Anabaena group I intron-catalyzed self-splicing reactions can be aﬀected by mismatches in the P1 stem that
encompasses the IGS. In the case of the Tetrahymena
rRNA intron, mismatches in the 6 nt IGS actually can
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enhance reaction rates in vitro because product release is
rate limiting (18). But in the cases of the Anabaena and
Azoarcus ribozymes, both derived from tRNA introns
with 3 nt IGS regions, product release is not limiting and
the chemical step becomes more kinetically dominant
(11,16). It is of some interest to note the analogy between
the 50 nt of the IGS complement in these ribozymes and
the 50 ‘wobble’ position of the tRNA anticodon. Watson–
Crick pairing at the other two positions in the triplet
seems to be more critical in correct guiding operations.
Promiscuous self-assembly, that is, when mutations are
made in one or more CAU triplets in either the h regions
or at the 30 ends of oligomers, must be manifest through
either a mis-cleavage event or, in the case of the tF2
mechanism, a mis-alignment event. We show here that the
Azoarcus ribozyme can mis-cleave at relatively high
MgCl2 concentrations and relatively low temperatures
(Figure 7). When CAU is mutated, proper alignment with
the IGS and phosphotransfer catalysis would require that
at least one base-pairing interaction be weakened. Crystal
structures of the Azoarcus ribozyme trapped at various
stages of the splicing cascade reveal a very structured
environment at the active site with two key Mg(II) ions
contributing to structural stability (19,20). The wobblepair interaction at the splice site between G10 of the intron
(the 50 G of the ribozyme here) and U(–1) of the exon (the
30 U of the CAU here) speciﬁcally involves an H-bonding
network that includes other residues in the ribozyme. Even
the least deleterious mutation, CAC, would disrupt this
evolved network; a cis Watson–Crick/Watson–Crick G–C
pair at the 50 end of the IGS would not be possible without
structural perturbation, because both protons on the
extra-cyclic amine of G10 are involved in donating
H-bonds to another residue, A87 (19). In the case of tF2
mechanism, in addition to mismatches between the IGS
and its complement that hinder, but do not completely
retard, catalysis, alternative alignments of the duplex
substrate can presumably facilitate cross-strand attack
(Figure 8, right), and supporting this notion is the
variability of insertion sizes (1–5 nt) that can be seen
at all three junctions. Nevertheless, the GCAU insertion
is always the most common, as the geometry that
generates a 4 nt insertion probably preserves the relative
locations of the IGS and the guanosine-binding site of the
ribozyme.
These results conﬁrm that RNA catalysis, and ribozyme
self-assembly in particular, have fewer constraints under
permissive environmental conditions. A model in which
catalysts spontaneously coalesce from a pool of random
oligomers generated from an abiotic source would
certainly require a high degree of tolerance for sequence
variability. Many positions in real ribozymes have been
shown to be mutable, such that the ﬁtness landscape
for catalytic function is not prohibitively rugged (21).
We have provided evidence here that even one of the most
essential elements of a recombinase ribozyme, the IGS–
IGS complement pair, can withstand some mutations
away from an optimal sequence. Mutations in the
remainder of the oligomers should also be tolerable, and
it will be of great interest to observe the selection in vitro
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Figure 8. Possible oligomer alignments involved in the tF2 mechanism. On the left are analogous alignments between adjacent oligomers that
maintain the spatial arrangements of the IGS and the guanosine-binding sites in the catalytic pocket of the ribozyme. This alignment generates the
most commonly observed insertion, GCAU. The conceivable base pairing that stabilizes the substrate oligomers is shown, with relative strengths near
the CAU triplets being X–Y >> Y–Z > W–X, in accordance with the observed tF2 frequencies at these junctions. On the right are conceivable
mis-alignments for the W–X and Y–Z junctions that lead to the next most frequently observed insertion, CAU.

of self-assembling autocatalytic sets from randomized
populations. Although this scenario is likely dependent
on the stabilizing inﬂuence of high salt, some have
proposed prebiotic synthesis reactions in the high salinity
that characterized Earth’s early oceans [e.g. (22,23);
however, see Ref. (24)]. Given that the tF2 mechanism
requires fewer steps, we propose that a recombinationbased self-assembly of genetic information would have
begun with that mechanism, and later was superseded

by the R2F2 mechanism that allowed a distillation of
the self-recognition tag (14) down to as few as 3 nt.
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